UFO MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 10, 2015

In attendance: Jeffrey, Altovise, Ranko, Menglin, Felipe, Josh, Christina, Nelson, Annalise

Event Planning
Jeffrey met with Amy Strage
Money to spend - $1200-1500 in funding, need to spend to keep funding
Spent money - to presidents cocktails event

Diversity Event:
- Still scheduling with Amy
- Diversity from students point of view
- Tuesday in April 14/21/28
- CoB has big conference room
- Informal dialogue between students and faculty - informal round table discussions
- Perhaps drinks/snack at end
- Gift to students?
- Finding student participants - students rep groups and AS
- First generation college students (EOP, MOSAIC)
- Perhaps bookstore can donate prizes?
- Prepared questions with a moderator/facilitator
- Voting for the budget at first meeting in March
- $500 or more as needed

Other Events:

Teaching and Learning Round Tables
- Moderator from College of Education
- Altovise and Ranko will help
- Get the event out as soon as possible
- T/Th 12:30-130 may be a good time?

Social Event:
- End of the year UFO event?
- CFD event in Spring - have happy hour after that
- Josh maybe help plan!

Blog:
- Josh has put up a blog post
- Link from our page

Minutes:
Sharing through google doc
Approve by doing nothing
Then will post online